NOTICES - ANNOUNCEMENTS

WRESTLING

Freshman who intends to substitute batting for Freshman Training should sign up immediately in Coach MacCorketh's office on the third floor of the Walker Gym any day between 9 and 12 o'clock. Plans for the coming season will be discussed by Coach Riley at a mass meeting to be announced soon.

THE LOUNGER

(Continued from Page 3)

... but it is perhaps too much to expect an increase in registration to presage an improvement in the athletic situation at Tech. The first four of the total increase is due to Course XVI. As The Lounger sees it, the former fad of an interest in the semi-sports has fallen into disuse in favor of the more prominent position of the Athletic and marring the tennis daughter.

... The old days. Freshmen went about taking violent exception to everything that did not suit their materialistic tastes, among the objec-
tions being, of course, freshmen. Nowadays, they go to Liberal Club meetings and maintain a social attitude in which even when they are old enough to cut other reserved fancy men will delay their ears by irrelevant references to this and that and the other.

Not that math purity doesn't do constitute a large amount of good. If the crew had only managed to start about the proper time, College has been known to reargue a feature article on M. J. T. which, while it doesn't make a right to the two colorite collegiate foot-

in the final analysis...